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RETROLICIOUS PHOTO BOOTHS
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OPEN-STYLE PHOTO STANDS
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Huuge differences exist between companies in terms of experience, reliability, features, quality, speed, expertise, and attractiveness 
(both with the machines and office owners) so do your homework! Below are a just few reasons why we’re the bee’s knees.

YOUR EVENT IS UNIQUE SO YOUR PHOTO BOOTH SHOULD BE TOO

It would've been easier and cheaper for us to buy a generic photo booth but we 
demanded the best and it didn't exist. Our machines are designed exclusively  
for us (learn about our company history HERE) and our patented software and 
beautiful photo booths and photo stands are jam-packed with one-of-a-kind 
features you won’t find anywhere else.

A JACK OF ALL TRADES IS A MASTER OF NONE – AND WE’RE NO JACK

It’s impossible to provide the best photo booth experience when you’re the DJ 
and the Wedding Photographer (no offense to photographers named DJ).  
By focusing only on your photo booth rental, we’re able to give you 110% ensuring 
that your experience is unrivaled and exceeds all expectations.

OUR CLIENTS LIVE LONGER, HEALTHIER, AND HAVE MORE 
MEANINGFUL LIVES.* 

*A message from our lawyers: The Traveling Photo Booth® has no evidence to
support this claim so take it with a 1/2 grain of salt.

OUR EXPERIENCE & EXPERTISE IS UNMATCHED

We’re the oldest network of nationally supported but locally owned and operated photo booth companies in the entire country. 
We’ve been doing this for 11 years+ (since 2005 before it was cool), have captured over a million Smiles & Counting® (including 
A-List celebrities, members of the First Family, and everyone between) and understand how important your event is. We even
have the awards to prove it...and yes, photo booth awards do exist...and no we don’t mean we give photo booths as awards.

WE'RE OBNOXIOUSLY PASSIONATE 

It’s easy to be passionate when you love what you do and when you’re constantly working with happy people planning incredible 
events. Their excitement and enthusiasm is contagious in a good way (unlike the flu). We’re obsessed with which new features to 
roll out (virtual facelift, digital teeth whitener, automatic mother-in-law removal, etc.) and even which mustaches on a stick are 
worthy for our Prop Kits (fu manchu is soooooo last season).

PATENTED BEAUTY FILTER 
Doesn’t exist, because you already look amazing, did you just get your hair done?

WE OFFER WAAAY MORE BANG FOR A LITTLE MORE BUCK 

You won’t find us on GROUPON (or other discount websites) as our biggest selling point isn’t being cheap but the fact that our  
clients go ga-ga over the insane image quality of our photos (the #1 way to prevent memory loss), how fast our machines are 
(faster = more photos), our unique features and add-ons, and how easy peasy we are to work with. You get what you pay for and 
cheap usually results in a bad experience and cheap reviews.

WE HATE PUSHY SALESPEOPLE

Pushy people belong around swingsets, not photo booths. When we, our clients, and industry peers know we're the best, we don’t 
need to be pushy. Our goal is to help you make the right decision by sharing with you what makes us special, what to watch out 
for, and what really matters when shopping for a photo booth (and it isn’t always obvious). Download our Shopping Guide and 
start becoming a savvy shopper.
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WE’RE DIFFERENT

http://www.thetravelingphotobooth.com/history.html
http://www.thetravelingphotobooth.com/no-index/shopping-guide.pdf


PREVIOUS CLIENTS LOVE US 

Future clients love us too and the feeling is mutual. We’re proud of hundreds of 5-Star Reviews. Checkout a few of our fave 
reviews at TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/Reviews

UNRIVALED FEATURES, QUALITY & ADD-ONS 

You don’t want your photo booth or photo stand empty all night and collecting dust in the corner. Our booths and stands are  
jam-packed with unique features including Animated GIF creation, image filters, on-site reprints, that make photo junkies even 
out of the most camera shy of guests.

Our proprietary software and professional lighting have resulted in our photos being perfectly lit, sharper (mee-ouch!), and  
properly color balanced. Life is short. The images from your event should look as good as the time you had making them.  
Don't take our word for it, contact us for free samples and see with your own eyeballs (eyeballs not included) the difference.

While Add-ons are like condiments on a hot dog, we take great pride that no other company can ketchup to our variety of unique 
relishes we’ve been able to mustard up over the years (we hear you, we’ll lay off the puns for a bit). Unlike others, our Prop Kits 
are ALWAYS Brand New (we strongly believe a feather boa has a lifespan of 1 night), our social media integration is soooo  
tomorrow, our Guest Books are beautiful (but not as beautiful as you) and made exclusively for us, and our personalization  
options are limitless.

YOU'RE RENTING AN EXPERIENCE

You’re not just renting a machine — you’re also renting us. With 11+ years in the biz, we promise to provide an unrivaled  
experience from start to finish. We have answers to questions you've yet to even think of (FYI, it takes 1.94 million photo booths 
to reach the moon), and have all sorts of tips to ensure yor rental dreams come true. We're extremely easy and responsive to work 
with and your on-site attendant will look like a million bucks and will make sure your photos look even better.

WE’RE DIFFERENT (continued)

Rookie Mistake: Not Seeing Your Booth Before Your Event
You don’t want to meet your photo booth or open-style photo stand and see its quality for the very first time at  
your event. GIGANTIC differences exist in price, value, quality, features, add-ons, and professionalism between 
companies. At a minimum, request free samples (TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/Samples) and if possible, 
schedule an in-person test drive of machines and a meet-and-greet with us so we can answer all your questions. 
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We passionately believe ALL events are better when a photo booth is invited and 
since 2005 we've been invited to weddings, corporate events, school functions, 
birthday parties, graduation parties and everything in between!

WEDDINGS
Photo Booths and weddings go together better than peanut butter and jelly — 
unless you’re allergic to nuts. 

Not only do our photo booths and open-style photo stands bring friends and 
family together for priceless, one-of-a-kind memories, they also provide  
entertainment and let you see how much fun was had while you were stuck in  
a 5 hour conversation with Auntie Gertrude. We also kill at least 3 wedding 
birds with one booth: 1) We create a guest book you'll actually enjoy which will 
also be treasured for generations to come. 2) Our photos become party favors 
that live on for years in cubicles and on fridges (versus those that get digested) 
and 3) The photo booth provides entertainment that keeps the party rocking  
all night long. 

What do previous clients have 
to say about us?

" [They weren’t] the only company  
we contacted, but we were blown 
away with their level of customer 
service and quality end-product 
that we decided to use them. Their 
props were amazing and, on a more 
selfish level, it was great having 
something that the guests were 
entertained by so we didn't have 
to spend the entire night 'making 
rounds'. Having the book to look 
over the next day was amazing. A 
ton of people [have told me] that my 
wedding was the most fun wedding 
that they have ever been to, and I 
think The Traveling Photo Booth 
contributed a lot to that."

" [Their] employees, service,  
and product are dripping in  
personality. The photo booth itself 
really is a gorgeous piece of  
machinery. It looked amazing in 
our event space. Our guests,  
obviously, had a lot of fun. People 
[were] queuing up for their  
second, third, and fourth go at it.  
It produced some of the night’s  
most fantastic memories. You  
can’t ask for more!"

" I'd say over 95% of guests used 
the booth, many going multiple 
times with varying combinations 
of friends and spouses. So much 
personality was captured in how 
everyone chose to pose, and best  
of all we had photos that night that 
we could take on our honeymoon 
and reminisce and show people 
when we got back while we waited 
for our official photos from the  
photographer."

Read more reviews at 
TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com
/Reviews
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WHO RENTS US?

http://www.thetravelingphotobooth.com/reviews


DISNEY

TWITTER

THE CLOROX COMPANY

NETFLIX
TARGET

GM
APPLE

PREVIOUS CORPORATE CLIENTS INCLUDE:

GOOGLE
DOMINOS

GIRL SCOUTS
TEXAS RANGERS

US BANK

MARATHON OIL

JAMESON WHISKEY THOMSON REUTERS

OMNI HOTELS

METLIFEFIDELITY

SPCA

DSW

HALLIBURTON
CHICK FIL-A

 HUMANA

WHOLE
FOODSCAPELLA UNIVERSITY

LOWES

FRITO LAY

TV GUIDE NETWORK

MINNESOTA TWINS

PLAYBOY
PEPSIGROUPON

WHO RENTS US? (continued)
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CORPORATE EVENTS
We get corporate events. Sure, providing photo booth fun is important 
but so is engaging users with your brand, heightening brand awareness, 
and spending advertising money wisely. 

Nothing draws a crowd like our booths and stands (who doesn't like a 
selfie?) and we offer a ton of branding opportunities. You can brand the 
background, you can brand the physical machine, you can brand the user 
interface, you can brand the printed photos, you can brand the digital 
photos, and you can even personalize the message/call to action users 
receive in real-time with their photos via text messaging. 

WHY SCHOOL, RELIGIOUS 
AND OTHER CELEBRATIONS?
Special events are extra special with The Traveling Photo Booth®! We've 
yet to be at a bar/bat mitzvah, school event, church function, birthday 
party, non-profit occasion that our machines didn't make the event more 
fun, turn up the laughter volume, bring people together, and provide 
more memorable favors for those in attendance.



6ft

3ftHIGHBOY TABLE 
FOR GUEST BOOK

(Recommended)

Photo Booth Height = 6.5ft
Photo Booth width = 3ft

HIGHBOY TABLE 
FOR COCKTAILS
(Recommended)

3ft

THE PHOTO BOOTH WORKS BEST 
WHEN PLACED CLOSE TO A WALL

ATTENDANT
STANDS HERE

The Photo Booth can be 
outside, but must be 
placed under a roof (or tent) 
regardless of weather 
forecast.

One standard three-prong 
outlet required

• Less than 20ft away
• Not crossing major walkways

People may stand 
behind the booth 
for group shots

©2015 The Traveling Photo Booth

TYPICAL PHOTO BOOTH SET-UP
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PHOTO BOOTH OUTPUT
Your Boother® will separate the photo strips, place one in the guest book for your guests, encourage 
them to write a message in the book and make sure they go home with their photo strip party favor.

THIS SIDE GOES IN THE
PHOTO STRIP GUEST BOOK

THIS SIDE GOES HOME WITH GUESTS 
AS A PHOTO STRIP PARTY FAVOR

7”

1 7/8” Single Strip 3 1/8” Single Strip with Center Strip 

WE CAN PERSONALIZE 
THIS AREA. ASK US HOW.

Images can instantly  
be delivered to users  
via text messaging via 
our TeleBooth® add-on. 

BONUS: Personalize 
the text with your own 

message!
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HIGHBOY TABLE 
FOR GUEST BOOK

(Recommended)

One standard three-prong 
outlet required

• Less than 20ft away
• Not crossing major walkways

MARK FOR GUESTS

BACKGROUND MUST BE PLACED AGAINST A WALLRECOMMENDED SPACE

FRONT VIEW OF STAND

Background Height = 7ft

PRINTER TABLE

Distance from Background
 to Photo stand

6ft 6in

PHOTO STAND HEIGHT

6ft 9in

8ft x 8ft

Attendant not shown

Background Width = 7ft
The Photo Stand must be set up 
on a level floor and protected 
from the elements regardless of 
weather forecast.

48 in

View our current collection of backgrounds at
TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/backgrounds 

TYPICAL PHOTO STAND SET-UP
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PHOTO STAND OUTPUT

1 1/4” 

6” 

WHY DECIDE 4-UP

or PERFECT TAKE 1-UP

WE CAN
 PERSONALIZE 

THIS AREA. 
ASK US HOW.

4” 

Your must pick one of the following three outputs for your entire event. Contact us for suggestions.

Images can instantly  
be delivered to users  
via text messaging via 
our TeleBooth® add-on. 

BONUS: Personalize 
the text with your own 

message!
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PHOTO STAND BACKGROUNDS

Meet the TTPB Collection

BACKGROUND #1

BACKGROUND #4

BACKGROUND #7

BACKGROUND #3

BACKGROUND #6

BACKGROUND #9

BACKGROUND #2

BACKGROUND #5

BACKGROUND #8

View more backgrounds at TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/Backgrounds
Yes! We can design custom backgrounds too. 
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ADD-ONS
THE PHOTO GUEST BOOK
This precious, handmade guest book is made 
during your rental and will be overflowing 
with photos and message from your guests. 
Guaranteed to be treasured for at least a 
lifetime. 

REAL-TIME SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION
Our TeleBooth® add-on lets guests. 
INSTANTLY text their photos and animated 
GIFs to their phones so they can share 
them with the world! Bonus: You can even 
personalize the text message! 

PERSONALIZATION/BRANDING OPTIONS
Display your image, colors and message both on the photo booth/ 
photo stand and on every printed and digital photo. 

CUSTOM BACKGROUNDS*

Choose from a variety of in-house backgrounds or design your own! 
View examples at TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/backgrounds.

REAL-TIME SLIDESHOW
Display a slideshow of your event images in real-time to any internet 
connected device!

PROP KITS, PHOTO COLLAGES & MORE
Meet the entire collection of add-ons including: The Prop Kit, The 
Photo Collage, Photo Strip Frames, Event CDs, Thank You Notes**  
and more at TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/Add-ons
*Currently available only with Photo Stand Rentals. 
**Currently available only with PhotoBooth Rentals.

THE GREATEST IN THE GALAXY!

RETROLICIOUS 
PHOTO BOOTHS

and

OPEN-STYLE 
PHOTO STANDS

Award-Winning  |  Locally Owned & Operated  |  Est. waaaay back in 2005

PRINT LAYOUTS:
 The Perfect Take  
(1-UP)

 The Why Decide  
(4-UP)    
and/or delivery via  
Text Messaging**

Modern, spacious, eye-catching, and a red 
carpet experience without the dirty rug!  
Personalize the background, choose from 
multiple layouts, and enjoy frame-filling 
photos of both small and large groups.  

You can customize the background, 
choose from various print layouts, and the 
Photo Stand easily fits large groups, lets 
them show off their mugs and duds, and 
provides even more room to be silly. 

OPEN-STYLE 
PHOTO STANDS

**Requires the TeleBooth® Add-on.

Learn More, Check Availability and Pricing at

TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/Pricing

PRINT-FRIENDLY BROCHURE
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RENTALS INCLUDE

“ Having The Traveling Photo Booth® at our 
wedding was one of the best decisions we 
made! Also, your photo booth in particular 
is quite impressive. Justin and I have been 
to other weddings with different variations 
and, by far, yours beats the competition 
hands down.” —Christine Page

Read more reviews at TheTravelingPhotoBooth.com/Reviews

THE ABILITY TO EASILY FIT SMALL & LARGE GROUPS  
Both our Photo Booths and Photo Stands create frame-filling photos  
of both small and large groups.

UNLIMITED PHOTOS + LIGHTNING SPEED!
Every rental includes unlimited photos. Lightning Speed + Unlimited 
Photos = No Long Lines and more photo memories! 

FREE* ON-SITE REPRINTS
Avoid the who-gets-this-photo fight! Guests can reprint or even text** 
their favorite photos instantly. 

DOUBLE PRINTS, SINGLE PRINTS, DELIVERY VIA TEXT, OH MY!
We have ALL the photo delivery bases covered. Double Prints (one 
for you, one for your guest), Single Prints (let ‘em fight over it) and/or 
deliver images instantly via text messaging!**

QUALITY WAAAY BEYOND MEGAPIXELS
Ridiculously expensive gear and real-time image enhancements create 
images of the highest quality. Our proprietary software analyzes and 
adjusts every image to ensure proper color rendition, contrast,  
exposure and sharpness. Get ready for your close-up.

ANIMATED GIF CREATION
Guests have the option of creating an unforgettable, 5 second 
Animated GIF. 

AN ON-SITE BOOTHER®

This classically trained customer service guru is included with 
every rental, will help your guests, will look like a million bucks, 
and will make your photo guest book look even better!

SUPER TONES® PHOTO FILTERS + SPLIT TONES
Why choose between just color and black & white? Unleash the 
creativity and watch guests take more photos with filters of Black 
& White, Color, Sepia and Retro Colour™. Our Split Tones feature 
even lets guests decide the tone of their copy without sacrificing the 
tone preference of your copy. It’s a win-win!

FREE WEB HOSTING & DOWNLOADS
View, download, and share both photos and Animated GIFs with a 
password-protected gallery that only you and your guests can access. 

LIVE VIDEO PREVIEW
Our on-screen video preview helps guests compose the perfect 
photo every time!

Copyright The Traveling Photo Booth® 2005-2016

Words like retro, charming, 
cozy, and classic come to 
mind when describing our 
photo booths. Patented 
design, state-of-the-art 
technology, and unique 
features will have everyone 
looking their very best. 

PRINT LAYOUT: 
The Retro Photo 
Strip (3-UP)  
and/or delivery via  
Text Messaging**

VOTED 
BEST 

PHOTO 
BOOTH

RETROLICIOUS PHOTO BOOTHS 

* Included with all photo booth rentals and and included with Photo Stand rentals if the client’s 
rental includes double prints.

**Requires the TeleBooth® Add-on.
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